
99 Memory Counting Indicator -
Tower Light & Hooter Functional Description

 Eagle-Counting Indicator comes with 99 Memory locations and can store 
Tare Weight, Unit Weight, Lower Limit, Higher Limit and Limit type settings 
for the selected Memory Location ( From 01 to 99 ).

 Data can be recalled from the respective memory location.

 Relay Outputs are provided for Tower Light Operation on Set Limits.

 The scale comes with additional features like Accumulation Function.

 Hooter Output is provided for sound Indication as per Limit type setting.
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Functional Description :
Ensure the zero reading on the display.
Place the weight on the scale, the weight will be displayed on ‘Weight’ window.
Press the tare key, the ‘Weight’ window will display zero reading.

Unit weight entry:
This is done when the unit weight of the sample is known and no. of pieces 
is to be calculated.
 Place the sample pieces (e.g. 20 pieces each having the weight 100 g) on

 the scale and enter the unit weight (100 g) using the 0-9 numeric keys.
 The scale will compute the no. of pieces according to the entered unit weight 

and also the total weight on the scale.
 The computed no. of pieces i.e. 20 pieces in ‘Pieces’ display window

    100 g in ‘Unit Weight’ display window
    2 kg in ‘Weight’ display window will be displayed.

Piece sampling:

This is done when total quantity of the sample is known and the unit weight
is to be calculated.

 Place the sample quantity of the item to be counted on the scale (e.g. 50 pieces).
 Press the # key.
 Enter the no. of pieces using 0-9 numeric keys.
 Press the enter key for confirmation.
 The scale will compute and display the unit weight on the ‘Unit weight’ display.
 The scale will display no. of pieces on the ‘Piece’ display window and weight 

on the ‘Weight’ window.
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Limits: Press the LIMIT key to set the limits.
Let’s assume that lower limit (1st Limit) is 1kg & higher limit (2nd Limit) is 2 kg.

         [no]  :-   No limit Set.
                           

[In]    :-   Below the Higher Limit & above the Lower limit buzzer will be
                         Continuously on and the Green Light will glow.

[SEq] :-  If 1st limit is reached buzzer will be intermittently on and when it 
      reaches 2nd limit,  buzzer will be continuously on and Green Light

                        will glow.

[OUT]  :- Below the Higher Limit & above the Lower limit buzzer will be
                         Continuously on and the Red Light will glow.

The scale has 99 memory locations and can store unit weight, Tare, Lower limit,
Higher Limit & Limit Type for each location.
To store the set data, press SET/PLU key and enter the two digits PLU no. using 
the 0-9 numeric keys.
e.g. If the set data is to be stored at PLU no. 7, then press the 07 keys.
The same PLU no. can be recalled using RCL/PLU key.

Applications:

Check Weighing
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